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Ukraine Emerging as Attractive Clinical Trial Destination in Europe
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Driven by factors such as large patient pool, good healthcare infrastructure and fast recruitment rate,
Ukraine is likely to become one of the most attractive clinical trial destinations in Europe.
According to “Ukraine Pharma - New Opportunities for Growth”, a new research study by RNCOS,
conducting clinical trials in the US and western European countries has become an expensive and time
consuming affair, and Ukraine can present drug manufacturers with a suitable alternative. With a
population of more than 46 Million in 2007, the country represents the second largest patient pool (after
Russia) in Eastern Europe, that makes it easier and faster to recruit patients.
Another major feature which helps in the quick recruitment of patients in Ukraine is its healthcare system.
Both Primary and specialist care is structured around big hospitals and encompasses a large population. The
system has a centralized structure and vertical referral system, which implies that principal investigators
can recruit patients from the regional population without any competition inside.
Moreover, Ukraine’s strong healthcare infrastructure also gives it an extra edge over its neighboring
countries in conducting clinical trials. In 2007, there were 9.8 doctors and 4.8 hospital beds for every
thousand people, which is larger not only by developing country standards but also by Western European
standards. Clinical trials are also expected to guarantee free of charge treatment to trial patients, and with a
sizeable population still unable to afford costly medications, the number of potential patients participating
in clinical trials is expected to be large.
Fast patient recruitment and strong healthcare infrastructure are just few of the many benefits Ukraine
offers. “Ukraine Pharma - New Opportunities for Growth” outlines other major attractions of the country. It
gives an extensive and objective analysis on the pharmaceutical market in Ukraine. The report investigates
both the past and present trends in the pharmaceutical market, but its focus is on the future trends shaping
the industry.
This research thoroughly investigates the performance of both the retail and hospital segments of the
pharmaceutical market. Based on various present and future indicators, the future outlook of the various
segments of the market has been fully analyzed. The report can thus give valuable information for
manufacturers/investors considering entering the Ukrainian pharmaceutical market.
For FREE SAMPLE of this report visit: http://www.rncos.com/Report/IM161.htm
Check DISCOUNTED REPORTS on http://www.rncos.com
###
About RNCOS:
RNCOS, incorporated in the year 2002, is an industry research firm. We are a team of industry experts who
analyze data collected from credible sources. We provide industry insights and analysis that helps
corporations to take timely and accurate business decision in today's globally competitive environment.
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